
Session 2

YORK

Date - Sunday 8 April 2018 

Location - St Olave’s School Sports Hall

Time - 4.00pm to 5.00pm

Theme - Keep Ball

Age Group - Over 12 Girls - Mixed Ability

Out Of Possession
Two sets of players on the 
court, 5 in each, playing 
keep ball.  Court divided 
into 4 quarters and teams 
asked to make sure one 
player in each quarter at all 
the times.

Coaching Points
Make sure the players move 
after each pass, if a players 
enters a quarter where a 
player is, then that player 
must move to another 
space, constant movement.

Further Coaching Notes
Session 1 - I really want the players to move after each and every pass, to find a new space on the court.  
When they are comfortable, add a second ball for both teams.  If a players moves into space occupied by a 
team mate, the team mate must move immediately.  Make the last progression 5v5 keep ball with 2 touch.

Session 2 - Make sure the players understand that they must either score, or not allow the goalkeeper to 
start a quick counter attack after their shot.  Get the players used to shooting first time & with a toe poke, 
so not allowing the goalkeeper to get set.  Power is key to good shooting in futsal, the harder the better!

In Possession
Yellow 5 passes the ball to 
Yellow 2 and follows to the 
cone.  Yellow 2 plays a wall 
pass with the Coach before 
shooting first time.  If the 
goalkeeper saves the ball, 
they shoot at the other goal 
as player tries to recover.

Coaching Points
Correct technique to shoot 
with, toe poke, and make 
sure goalkeeper can not 
start a quick counter attack, 
miss or score! 

Session 1

Occupy every quarter of 
the court

Don’t allow the goalkeeper 
to start at counter attack

Limited players to 3 touch max

First time shot, using 
toe poke for power


